Cascading dynamics in complex quantum networks
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Recently, small-scale quantum communication has been realized by transporting entangled photons, rendering potentially feasible quantum networks on large scales. We propose a class of quantum networks comprising quantum repeaters for long-distance information transport and local networks of fibers and switches. As the transmitting capability is limited by the node bandwidth, photon loss can occur through the dynamical process of cascading when the network is under external perturbations. We obtain results that can be used to guide quantum network design to minimize the photon loss. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3598453]

Quantum communication is capable of providing an unprecedented level of security against eavesdropping.1–4 Recently, a two-node quantum communication system has been realized where a single photon is transmitted and retrieved through an optical fiber.5–8 During the processes, the quantum characteristics of the photon carrying the information are well preserved. It is conceivable that multi-party quantum communication is needed in the future, rendering a relevant and important systematic exploration of quantum networks in terms of topology, dynamics, and security. To make long-distance communication feasible, a device capable of transferring quantum information is necessary. Recent technological advances have made such a device possible, the quantum repeaters. Specifically, a quantum repeater contains a light-matter interface, a quantum memory (e.g., in the form of an ensemble of atoms), and elementary quantum gates. Upon receiving a photon, a quantum repeater stores it in the memory and produces a new photon with the same quantum characters. The repeater can also introduce desirable delays. A network of quantum repeaters can then transport an entangled photon carrying, e.g., a quantum key, to any part of the network.9–23 While at present, no nation-wide commercial quantum network exists, one can envision the emergence of large-scale quantum communication system in the near future. Timing is thus proper to start investigating the feasibility of quantum networks. Here, we propose a class of hybrid quantum networks for large-scale quantum entanglement distribution based on the physics of quantum communication. There are two components in such a network: quantum repeaters for long-distance information transport and local networks of fibers and switches. As in many other existing infrastructure networks, when a quantum network grows, it tends to become more complex. As a result, complex-network topologies can be a natural consequence of the network construction. To exemplify the fundamental issues that need to be addressed before constructing realistic complex quantum networks, we focus on one phenomenon: photon loss as triggered by external perturbations and internal traffic fluctuations. We propose a soft cascading process to model the photon loss. We find, surprisingly, that the degree of photon loss can reach maximum when the network is neither sparsely nor densely connected. The phenomenon can in turn be used to guide network design to mitigate photon loss and enhance the communication efficiency of quantum networks.

We first provide a brief background description of quantum communication. Entanglement distribution among distant nodes is the key to quantum communication. Because quantum decoherence and attenuation can occur for links whose physical distances are large, so far the maximum distance for optical-fiber based quantum communication is about 50 km.8 Thus to make long-distance entanglement distribution feasible and large scale quantum communication possible,9,10 a device capable of purifying and relaying quantum entanglement is necessary. The basis is a quantum interface between light and matter, which serves as the quantum channel and the quantum node, respectively. Protocols have been proposed using both the cavity quantum electrodynamics approach11–13 and atomic ensembles.14 Experimental realizations of such protocols have been developed lately.5,15–20 This builds the basic blocks for quantum repeater,9,10,21,22 which has been demonstrated experimentally recently using atomic ensembles.23 Upon receiving a photon, a quantum repeater stores it in the memory (atomic ensembles) and produces a new photon with the same quantum characters on demand. The repeater can also introduce desirable delays. A network of quantum repeaters can then establish quantum entanglement between any parts of the network, which can be used to set up quantum key sharing.
Based on quantum repeaters, a trusted relay network can be constructed. In an idealized situation, one can imagine using the repeaters as routers and connecting them to form a quantum entanglement network, where each node (repeater) can transport entangled quantum states to any other node by following a path consisting of repeaters and fibers. The current internet protocols for selecting paths can be adopted. This network of quantum repeaters thus forms the backbone of the quantum key distribution (QKD) network, where end-point users can be attached to any node and share quantum keys with users attached to other nodes in the network. The number of links required is of the order of $O(N)$. The network can be constructed across vast physical distances. Redundancies can be built into the network so that disabling a fraction of links will not affect the communication capability of the network as keys can be redirected through the alternative paths. The main issue, however, concerns security. Since the quantum states of entangled photons are stored in the memories of the repeaters, security will be compromised when repeaters are under attack.

To ensure security, one can imagine an untrusted network consisting of photonic switches, without any quantum repeaters. A single switch simply connects an incoming fiber with an outgoing fiber, and it does not assess or influence the quantum state of the information-bearing photon. For a pair of nodes (endpoints), the untrusted network provides a path of fibers and switches to transmit photons. Insofar, as the destination endpoint receives the photon, the key is confidential. A photonic switch can be built from micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) mirror arrays. Some proper protocol for the switches sets up various end-to-end paths across the network to avoid the paths that are susceptible to attacks or eavesdropping. While the maximum distance along any path should be less than the optical attenuation distance of fibers, the network is secure and is especially suited for local-area QKD applications. There is also advantage in terms of cost as MEM devices can be fabricated in large quantities.

We now propose a class of large-scale quantum networks, taking into consideration the unique characteristics of quantum communication and network security. Our proposed network is of a “hybrid” type, comprising the quantum-relay and the switch-and-fiber components embedded within each other over the physical space that supports the quantum network. In our construction, the untrusted network component is responsible for urban-scale QKD as most cities have their diameters smaller than 50 km. To serve a larger area, a relay quantum network can be incorporated, which serves as the backbone and bridges distant users from various untrusted local networks. Our proposed scheme is demonstrated in Fig. 1(a). In general, the switches should be in an “off” state so that the fibers are not connected. When two end users need to share quantum keys, a suitable protocol can be used to trigger the establishment of a path between the users. Physically, this corresponds to turning on a set of switches. Depending on the distance between the users, the path may or may not contain any repeaters. If a link on the path fails or is disabled by eavesdropping activities, a different path can be set up to transport the entangled photons.

Figure 1(b) shows our proposed scheme of network for inter-city QKD on a global scale, where the repeaters and fibers connecting them form the basic relay backbone for entangled photons. Note that transporting entangled photons over vast distance, e.g., across different continents, can potentially be accomplished via satellite communication. Certain part of the relay network is protected to ensure security. In a local (urban) area, switches directly linked to repeaters can connect more switches and/or endpoint users. To reduce cost, various junctions in the relay network can be realized by small switch networks that are connected only when necessary, depending on the protocol. High-priority endpoint users requiring a high level of security can be directly connected to various repeaters.

There are many fundamental issues associated with the proposed quantum networks such as the structure, dynamics, information flow, traffic protocol, robustness, and security, etc., which need to be addressed to make large-scale quantum networks a reality. Note that a dynamic protocol for the switches and repeaters to operate coherently to control the flow of photons and direct each photon to a proper descendant is still far from a clear understanding. Here, we assume such a protocol of transmitting entangled photons is available and for the remaining of this paper, we shall focus on one issue: photon loss. This issue, when neglecting the
technical details of how the entangled photons are received and transmitted, shares much of the underlying physics with an ordinary system of data or information transmission.

Note that our proposed hybrid quantum network transports entangled photons, but a node (repeater or switch) usually has a finite bandwidth $B$. If a node receives too many photons at a given time, it can be jammed. For a switch-type of node, some photons will be lost. While some proper routing protocol can divert some information-carrying photons to other nodes, more nodes will get jammed if they are operating near the limits of their respective bandwidths. The jamming can thus spread on the quantum network in a manner mimicking a cascading process. In contrast to a hard cascading process reported extensively in the complex-network literature where failed nodes are disabled and are completely cut off from the network, here it is a soft type cascading process leading to only loss of photons, because jammed nodes are still expected to work within their respective bandwidths.

To construct a computational model for photon loss, we assume that the photons travel along their respective shortest paths, i.e., paths having minimum sum of weights. Generally, both the links and the nodes can have weights due to different physical procedures. For example, links can have weights due to the difference in the lengths of the fibers or their bandwidths. Nodes can also have weights due to the abilities and operating times to transmit a photon from an incoming link to an outgoing link. To facilitate analysis, we assume that the weights for the links are identical and have the numeral value of unity, while the weights of the nodes are dynamical and can be adjusted to mitigate the photon flow. The initial weights for the nodes are assumed to be zero.

During each time unit $\tau$, we assume that there are $\beta$ photons to be communicated between each pair of nodes. Since the photons are transmitted along the various shortest paths, in the steady state, within a time unit, the number of photons arriving at node $i$ is $\beta b_i$, where $b_i$ is the number of shortest paths passing through this node. To ensure normal operation, the bandwidth $B_i$ of the node should satisfy the condition $B_i \tau > \beta b_i$. Thus, to avoid any bottleneck effect for efficient transportation of entangled photons, the bandwidth $B_i$ should be proportional to $b_i$. In general, we can set $B_i = Cb_i$, where $C$ is the bandwidth parameter. Here, we have neglected the detailed processes for the repeaters and switches to transmit a photon, but assumed that each node, disregarding its type, can be built with sufficient bandwidth as required by the topological connection. As the value of $\beta$ approaches $C\tau$, jamming can occur due to random traffic fluctuations. When this happens, we increase the weight of this node by one to mitigate the load running through it. However, this can lead to load increase and consequently jamming at nodes that are originally not jammed. To simulate this process, we apply a perturbation to the node possessing the largest bandwidth and increase its weight by a unit to trigger a cascading-like process. In the steady state, the number $N_a$ of nodes that have been jammed in the process, i.e., nodes with weight larger than one, characterizes the degree of photon loss. In particular, for small photon generation rate $\beta$, cascading is unlikely to occur so that photon loss is not severe, resulting in small $N_a$ values. As $\beta$ is increased, cascading can occur on part of the network, leading to increased values of $N_a$. For large photon generation rate, i.e., for $\beta \lesssim C\tau$, $N_a$ can be comparable to the network size $N$, as almost all nodes can be affected by a single perturbation in this case, resulting in a significant photon loss.

For the particular topic of photon loss, we shall focus on a basic issue: for a given type of network structure, how the data generating rate, and the number of links affect the scale of soft cascading of photon loss. Intuitively, one would anticipate that, as the link density of the quantum network is increased, the average network distance is decreased, and the average number of shortest paths through a node decreases. Thus, photon loss due to cascading can be less severe for denser linkage. However, we find that photon loss tends to be maximized for a certain value of the link density.

As a QKD network grows, it will typically evolve into a complex networked structure. To be specific, since the QKD network is typically constructed upon the 2D surface of cities, it will have the feature of certain geographical networks, e.g., a backbone of locally regular structure with a small number of long-range shortcuts, resulting in small-world networks. Since the distribution of usage is typically heterogeneous, the QKD network topology can become increasingly heterogeneous in that a small subset of nodes can have substantially more links than others, leading to the scale-free topology. In addition, due to the geographical distribution of the users (e.g., in various cities), the resulting quantum network can have a clustered structure, where each city is a densely connected cluster of quantum fiber and switch network, and different clusters are connected by relay lines between the cities. Thus in the following, we shall examine the features of small world, scale free, and clustered structure for the effects of photon loss, respectively.

To illustrate our finding, we first employ the small-world topology. The regular backbone network is assumed to have a ring-like structure of $N$ nodes, where each node is connected to $m$ nearest-neighbor nodes, and the number of random shortcuts is $N_a$. In our simulation, we assume, for convenience, that both the bandwidth parameter $C$ and the time unit $\tau$ are unity. When the network reaches a steady state in the sense that load redistribution terminates, we count the total number of $N_a$ of affected nodes with their weights changed.

Representative results are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2(a), we see that when the photon generating rate is small, the perturbation can be effectively absorbed by the network so that the number of affected nodes is small. This is so because after a node is perturbed, some shortest paths passing through it will be detoured to its neighboring nodes. Since $\beta$ is small, the load increase at these nodes is also small as compared with their capacities. As a result, the disturbance can be absorbed completely by these neighboring nodes without triggering a large scale soft-cascading process. When $\beta$ is relatively large, the perturbation can result a cascading that affects many nodes in the network. In particular, for $\beta \lesssim 1(=C\tau)$, the system is near its critical point in the sense that most of the nodes operate near their capacities. In
This case, a small perturbation that triggered the soft cascading process can lead to a highly heterogeneous weight distribution on the network. The total load of the system becomes $S' = \beta N(N-1)(D' + 1)$, where $D'$ is the average length of the shortest paths associated with the new weights. Note that the overall bandwidth is given by $B = \sum B_i = N(N-1)(D + 1)$ (since $C = 1$), where $D$ is the average length of the shortest paths associated with the initially homogeneous weight distribution. Typically, we have $D' \geq D$, as a result of the heterogeneous weight distribution. If $\beta$ approaches unity, a small perturbation can result in a larger value of $D'$, rendering possible the inequality $\beta (D' + 1) \geq (D + 1)$, or $S' \geq B$. The consequence is that the cascading process will not terminate, leading to a constantly changing, extremely dynamic network. In particular, the node weights can continue to increase, but no matter how the network adjusts the weights adaptively, jamming cannot be eliminated. That is, under such a condition, the system is unable to reach a jamming-free stable state, for which the weight distribution is homogeneous (although the final node weight is larger than the initial weight). This example illustrates that, when the network operates near its bandwidth limit, a disastrous state can arise where massive, constant jamming occurs on the network. In this case, the self-adaptive strategy is not effective to mitigate jamming, and an effective method is to make the weight distribution as homogeneous as possible. This way, although the perturbed node can lose some photons, the overall loss of photons in the whole system can be minimized.

The above analysis is based on considering changes in the photon-generation rate $\beta$. To address the effect of network topology on the photon loss, we fix $\beta$ at some intermediate value where cascades are possible but not persistent and examine the dependence of the ratio $N_a/N$ on $N_e$, the number of shortcuts. A representative result is shown in Fig. 2(b). We observe the counterintuitive phenomenon that $N_a$ can be maximized by a particular value of $N_e$. Near this value of $N_e$, the small-world network is maximally susceptible to photon loss. Equivalently, Fig. 2(b) suggests that, for a small-world type of QKD network, in order to prevent significant photon loss, the number of shortcuts should either be near zero or of the same order of magnitude as the number of nodes in the network.

To gain insights into the dynamical mechanism for the phenomenon in Fig. 2, we can consider some extreme cases where the network has almost no or a large number of shortcuts. To be concrete, we focus on the following three cases where (a) the network has only one shortcut, (b) the network is fully connected so that the number of shortcuts is of the order of $N^2$, and (c) the number of shortcuts is $0.1 \times N$. For case (a), although the weight of a node connected to the shortcut increases, the length of the shortest paths passing through the node increases only by one. Most node pairs having their shortest paths passing through this node will find that their respective original shortest paths are still the shortest paths as the distribution of the lengths of the shortest paths has been changed little. Redistribution of load occurs only at a few nodes, leading to extremely small value of $N_a$ and nearly zero photon loss. For case (b), the network is fully connected so that the length of all shortest paths is 1. It means that, although the weight of a randomly selected node is increased by 1, it does not affect the shortest paths, and the load of the nodes remains unchanged. In this case, $N_a$ is zero. For case (c), a large number of shortest paths may exist for a given pairs of nodes. In this case, as soon as the weight of the node with the largest bandwidth is increased by 1, many of the shortest paths will be diverted to avoid this node. This can trigger a cascading process and lead to significant photon loss.

The above numerical simulation and physical arguments explain the resonance phenomena in the small-world type QKD networks. We then ask whether the resonant photon loss due to soft cascading can also occur on scale-free and complex clustered networks. We have studied these network structures and found qualitatively similar results to those from the small-world network, as shown in Fig. 3. In particular, for a scale-free QKD network, the average degree should be sufficiently large to reduce the probability of photon loss. For example, for such a network of $N = 1000$ nodes and a photon generating rate $\beta = 0.855$, the average degree should be larger than 10 (Fig. 3(b)). While for a clustered network of 10 clusters, each having 100 nodes and a photon
generating rate $\beta = 0.8$, the number of inter-cluster links per cluster should be at least 50 to prevent photon loss (Fig. 3(d)). Note that when the linkage is sparse, the photon loss is also suppressed. This is because there are not many other routes that photons can be diverted. Although from economical point of view, the cost of sparse linkage is low, and it can mitigate the temporal jamming caused by random flow fluctuations, as proposed in this paper, it could be fragile for node or link hard failures or under attack, i.e., the network can be easily disconnected if a small set of nodes or links are removed. Thus, a robust network that can minimize the impacts of both hard failures and soft malfunctions should have sufficiently dense links that are redundant enough to absorb small perturbations.

To conclude, we have proposed a hybrid architecture for large-scale quantum key distribution networks where long-range communication is relayed by secure repeaters and local communication is sustained by fiber-and-switch subnetworks. We have argued that complex-network characteristics such as the small world, the scale-free, and clustered topologies can be highly relevant to quantum networks. In addition, we have explored the issue of photon loss with respect to these network topologies and found that either sparse or dense connections can be effective to suppress the degree of photon loss. This result is general and independent on particular network structures. It can be anticipated that some form of quantum networks will be designed and tested experimentally in the future, and we hope that our results can provide useful insights into the fundamentals of quantum networks that need to be understood before actual design and implementation. Especially, when more detailed technical modeling of how the entangled photons are received and transmitted by repeaters and switches is available, the difference in their operation and the possible scheme of the topological connection should then be considered and implemented into the model to get an accurate quantum key distribution network structure, and by adding links one by one, the minimum set of links can be identified in order to avoid soft cascading. Since this type of soft cascading also occurs in many other technical systems, such as the digital sensor network, computer routing network, etc., our results are also expected to have impacts in the understanding of the jamming and data loss phenomena in these systems.
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This assumption is required to maximize the throughput of the quantum network. Although this may introduce vulnerability in the sense of traffic analysis (Ref. 8), it can be mitigated by a random weight perturbation.